We introduce a technique for assessing and improving test oracles by reducing the incidence of both false positives and false negatives. We prove that our approach can always result in an increase in the mutual information between the actual and perfect oracles. Our technique combines test case generation to reveal false positives and mutation testing to reveal false negatives. We applied the decision support tool that implements our oracle improvement technique to five real-world subjects. The experimental results show that the fault detection rate of the oracles after improvement increases, on average, by 48.6% (86% over the implicit oracle). Three actual, exposed faults in the studied systems were subsequently confirmed and fixed by the developers.
INTRODUCTION
Recent advances in test input generation have left the Oracle Problem as a key remaining bottleneck in improving the overall effectiveness and efficiency of the software testing process. The latter depends both on the quality of the test cases and that of the oracle [4, 29, 31] . There are many techniques for assessing and improving the adequacy of test cases, e.g. their code coverage, and many hundreds of studies about search-based [18, 23] and symbolic execution [6] techniques alone. In comparison, there is relatively little work to help the software tester with the Oracle Problem, i.e., the problem of defining accurate oracles, capable of detecting all but only faulty behaviours exercised during testing [13, 19, 22, 25, 26, 28] . Without a (good) oracle to determine whether or not the output they induce is correct, test inputs that satisfy the strictest adequacy criteria remain useless and testing is ineffective.
In the absence of an automated oracle, possibly derived from formal specifications, the task of determining output correctness typically falls to the human [1, 17] . Unfortunately, this is costly, slow and error prone, motivating the need for automated decision support to assist the human. We study the use of in-program logical assertions (assertion oracles) as decision support and the problem of ensuring that they faithfully reflect developer knowledge of the intended behaviour of the software (the perfect oracle).
Oracle performance depends on two properties: Completeness: All correct program states are accepted by the oracle, which raises an alarm only for faulty states, with no false alarms (no false positives). Soundness: All faulty program states are rejected by the oracle, so there are no missed faults (no false negatives).
Oracle assessment must thus identify and report false positives or false negatives (or both), so as to support the developer in improving the oracle soundness and completeness.
We introduce an approach that is based on search based test case generation [10, 16, 23 ] to identify false positives and mutation testing [20, 21] to identify false negatives. Our tool generates counterexamples as test cases that demonstrate incompleteness and unsoundness, which the tester uses to iteratively improve the assertion oracle. The process continues until the tool is unable to generate new counterexamples and finishes with an improved (more complete and sound) oracle. Our approach necessarily places the human tester in the loop, because modifications made to the oracle to solve reported false positives and false negatives depend on the intended program behaviour (vs. the implemented behaviour), which we assume is known to developers through informal knowledge, requirement documents and other sources of documentation.
Our primary contributions are:
1. A novel iterative oracle assessment and improvement approach, validated on five nontrivial real-world systems, demonstrating the improvements that can be achieved using our approach (on average, 48.6% increased fault detection compared to unimproved). Using our approach, we found three bugs in Apache Commons Math. Apache's developers have confirmed all of three to be genuine bugs and have already fixed them.
2. A formalisation of the oracle improvement step as a change in the mutual information between the actual and perfect oracles and a proof that a monotonic sequence of increases is always possible in practice.
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QUALITY OF ASSERTIONS
Let us consider a program point, pp, in a program under test, P . Let Σ be the set of all states that can occur in P and I ⊆ Σ be the set of start states. We are interested in the set of states that reach pp via execution of P on I. We place an assertion, assert , at pp with the intention of using this assertion as an oracle. Define App = {s ∈ Rpp | assert s = T} i.e. the set of reachable states for P at pp on which the assertion is true.
Assume that a developer/tester knows exactly which states that occur at pp are correct (the perfect oracle). Call this set Epp, and think of Epp as the intersection between the set of correct states at pp for some "ghost program" [3] , G, an error free version of the software under test, and Rpp, the reachable states of the SUT.
Subsequently we can drop the subscript pp from R, E and A where the program point is clear from context.
The Oracle Improvement Process
The overall aim of the testing process is to expose and fix faults via a cycle of testing and revision of P so that Epp is as large as possible at every program point in P , making P closer to G. Oracle improvement occurs within a given cycle, i.e. for a fixed P , during the testing phase. By oracle improvement we mean a process aimed at refining assert so as to obtain a new assertion, assert for which A has a larger overlap with the current E. Eventually, we would like to obtain a new assertion such that A ∩ E = A = E so that the states at pp on which the new assertion is true are exactly the "correct" states of the ghost program. The starting point of this process is represented in Figure 1 , left. Here, the region (A − E) is the set of states of P which are not "correct" but on which assert is True, that is the set of reachable False Negatives, while (E − A) are the set of "correct" states on which the assertion is False, that is the set of reachable False Positives. The notions of False Positives and False Negatives are tightly connected with the notions of oracle soundness and completeness. An assertion assert is Complete iff the "correct" reachable states are a subset of the states accepted by the assertion, i.e. E ⊆ A. An assertion assert is Sound iff the accepted states are a subset of the "correct" reachable states, i.e. A ⊆ E. Completeness implies that the number of False Positives is zero; soundness implies that the number of False Negatives is zero.
Definition 1 (False Negatives
After testing for False Positives and False Negatives we can strengthen assert to reduce the number of False Negatives and simultaneously weaken it to reduce the number of False Positives, producing a new assertion, assert in the process illustrated in Figure 1 , right. By reducing the number of False Positives and False Negatives, the proposed oracle assessment and improvement process will make the oracle more complete and sound.
APPROACH
In this section, we describe our technique for false positive and false negative detection, as well as its implementation based on the test case generator EvoSuite [10] .
False Positive Detection
Given a program assertion, we detect its false positives by generating execution scenarios where the assertion fails when it should hold because the behaviour of the program is deemed correct. In such a case, failure of the assertion points to a bug in the assertion, not in the program.
To be able to generate the necessary execution scenarios (test cases), we perform a testability transformation [15] that transforms the criterion for false positive detection into the standard branch coverage criterion, for which automated test case generators are available.
Let us consider a program under test P containing n assertions a1 . . . an : ai = assert(ci), i ∈ [1 . . . n], where ci is the boolean expression used in the assertion ai. For each assertion ai, i ∈ [1 . . . n] in P the proposed testability transformation takes ci, negates it and replaces the assertion ai with a new branch containing the negated condition: if (!(ci)) {}.
Class Subtract in Figure 2 (top) has two assertions at lines 4 and 5. The transformation for false positive detection, takes the condition of the assert statement at Line 4 '(result != x)', negates it to '(!(result != x))' and replaces the assertion with the branch: 'if (!(result != x)) {}'. By performing a similar transformation on the assert statement at Line 5 we get the transformed version of class Subtract shown in Figure 2 (bottom).
Test case generators are given two targets to cover: the 'then' parts of the 'if' statements at lines 4, 5. Test cases produced by the generator provide evidence that there are program executions that violate the assertions. In order to classify such execution scenarios as false positives of the assertions, the behaviour of the program in such scenarios must be contrasted with the expected behaviour of the program, according to its requirements/specifications. If a test case violating an assertion has been generated and the program behaviour under such an execution scenario has been deemed correct, a false positive (i.e., a bug in the assertion) has been detected. This means that the assertion should be fixed in order not to reject a correct program behaviour.
In the example shown in Figure 2 , a test case can be produced that covers the first target: TC=(0, 0). By contrast, the second target cannot be covered and a test case generator would probably fail or time out while trying to cover it. Since the expected result of the execution of value with input (0, 0) is indeed 0, we have detected a false positive of the assertion at line 4. The assertion is incorrect and the fix consists simply of removing it.
False Negative Detection
An assertion has no false negatives if it exposes all faults. Therefore, if we deliberately insert a fault into the source code of program P , a sound oracle ought to always report the presence of this fault. Hence, to find evidence of false negatives we use mutation testing [14] to insert a (known) fault in program P that corrupts the program state so that the corrupted state reaches the given assertion and the assertion statement does not fail. We apply a testability transformation [15] that converts the false negative detection criterion to the standard branch coverage criterion.
Let us consider the implementation under test P and its mutations M1, . . . , M k . Program P and each of its mutants have n assertions a1, . . . , an: ai = assert(ci), i ∈ [1 . . . n]. Let us consider the variables (v1, . . . , vm i ) in scope at the assertion point ppi. Their values after running a test case on P is indicated as (v • Step 1: In P , for each variable v1, . . . , vm i we create a private field and a public setter method for this field.
• Step 2: In P , we replace each assertion ai with the following branch:
Automated generation of test cases to cover the branch produced at Step 2 proceeds iteratively as follows: So, when a false negative is reported, the following conditions hold: (1) the program under test P contains a known fault (the mutation), associated with an observably different behaviour between P and Mj (strongly killing) condition; (2) the corrupted program state (infection) reaches the considered assertion ai (at least one of the variables in scope has a different value in P vs. Mj); but, (3) the outcome of the assertion is the same for P and for Mj (presumably a pass; otherwise we are potentially in the presence of a false positive). This means that the assertion is not strong enough to capture the difference between P and Mj, although at least one variable accessible to the assertion has indeed a different value between the execution of P and that of Mj. . The then branch of this conditional statement is the target for test case generation. If the test generator succeeds in creating a mutation killing test case (in our example, one returning a different value of max) that covers this target, we obtain evidence of a false negative. In fact, although such a test case can strongly kill the mutant, the assertion (max >= a) does not fail (provided it did not fail in the original program), despite the presence of different values of either max, a or b in the original vs. mutated program.
Let us consider a mutant that changes the assignment max = b; at Line 7 in Figure 3 (top) into max = a;. The test case TC=(0, 1) can strongly kill this mutant, because the value returned by the original version of max is 1, while it is 0 when the mutant is executed. On the other hand, the assertion passes on both original and mutated programs, since on both we have that max >= a is true. This means that this test case satisfies the first part of the condition to reach the target (Line 15 in Figure 3 (bottom)). It satisfies also the second part (Line 16) because max_m and max are different (in this particular example, this happens to be the same condition as the strongly killing condition; in general, this might not be the case). So, this test case shows that it is possible to inject a fault in class FastMath, resulting in an observably different behaviour between original and mutated programs, which no present assertion can detect. This is an example of a false negative, requiring an intervention by the developers in order to make the assertion stronger. Specifically, it is possible to eliminate this false negative by replacing the assertion in Figure 3 (top) with assert (max >= a && max >= b);.
There are a few possible, though unlikely, corner cases. A bug might affect both the implementation and the assertions consistently, making the assertions pass on original and mutated program. In such a case, it would be prudent for the tester to check the output of mutant killing test cases, rather than assuming that only assertions can be wrong. Other cases are discussed in section 3.3 below.
Iterative Improvement Process
We propose a process for iterative oracle assessment and improvement based on the outcome of false positive/negative detection. The human is necessarily in the loop of the process, because we assume that knowledge about the intended program behaviour is available only informally or semi-formally to the developers, who are asked to manually refine the oracle whenever a false negative or a false positive is reported. Our approach might not be applicable in software processes that include complete formal specifications, from which oracles are derived automatically. In the authors' experience, industrial practice usually does not currently encompass complete formal specification, hence we think the proposed approach has wide applicability.
The starting point for iterative oracle assessment and improvement is an initial oracle, which can be defined manually, or can be produced automatically by tools for invariant inference, like Daikon [8] , or can be even the empty (vacuous) oracle. Oracle deficiencies (i.e. false negatives or false positives) are detected and reported automatically by our tool. The developer fixes the assertions in the program based on the reported oracle deficiencies. Some care must be taken in this step, in order to recognise the following cases: (1) A reported false positive might point to a bug in the program, not in the assertion; (2) A test case killing a mutant and triggering an assertion violation in the mutant might be associated with consistent bugs in both implementation and assertion; (3) A mutant might accidentally fix a fault in the program (this is expected to occur extremely rarely), causing a reported false negative to point to a bug in the program, not in the assertion. The first case is very important, since the improved oracle is immediately used for fault detection when this case occurs. Once assertions have been improved by the developer, the iterative process restarts and the new assertions are assessed for the presence of further oracle deficiencies. The overall outcome of the process is the improved oracle together with the bugs that such an improved oracle can find.
Implementation in EvoSuite
Our prototype tool for false positive and false negative detection is implemented as an extension of the EvoSuite [9, 10] test case generator 1 . For the detection of false positives, we use EvoSuite's branch coverage criterion. Let P be the original program and B the set of branches in P . Let P be the transformed version of P and B the set of branches in P .
Since we are interested in covering only branches BA = B − B, i.e., the set of branches that are created as a result of the transformation of assertions in P into branches, we changed the fitness function of EvoSuite [11] into:
where | F | − | F T | is the set of unexecuted methods in the class under test; d(b, T ) is the minimal normalized branch distance.
For the detection of false negatives, we use EvoSuite's mutation killing criterion. In EvoSuite, a mutant is strongly killed if EvoSuite can create a test case assertion (not to be confused with the program assertions that are assessed for false negatives) that evaluates to false if the test is executed on the mutant and to true if it is executed on the original class. In fact, the test case assertions generated by EvoSuite capture the observable behaviour of the program, so a mutant is considered as strongly killed if the observable behaviour changes upon test case execution between the original and the mutated program. When the mutant is executed, but not strongly killed, the minimum normalized impact is measured in the fitness function [11] . Its inverse gives the level of propagation of the infected state in the program (propagation distance, dp), with a wider impact (lower dp) regarded as an indicator that the test case is getting closer to achieving the strong killing condition.
To detect false negatives, we have to further restrict the notion of mutation killing. For a given assertion ai and mutation Mj the mutation is considered to be killed only if:
1. The original killing condition of EvoSuite is satisfied: a test case assertion fails.
The conditions in the program assertions do not change their values
3. One of the variables visible at ppi has different values in P and Mj:
As a result, we changed the formula for the normalized propagation distance dp, so that, when the mutant is killed, it returns the normalized distance for the following condition:
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We have conducted a set of experiments to answer the following research questions: RQ1 (Implicit oracle): Can new program assertions be introduced and iteratively improved in classes without assertions thanks to the computation of oracle deficiencies? RQ2 (Inferred properties): Can automatically inferred program properties be improved thanks to the computation of oracle deficiencies? RQ3 (Manual oracle): Can the proposed approach reveal oracle deficiencies in classes that include human written program assertions? RQ4 (Fault detection): Can the improved oracle reveal more faults than the initial (implicit, automatically inferred, manual) oracle and the test case oracle?
The goal is to assess the applicability of the proposed approach in different contexts, ranging from one where no oracle is present, hence fault detection relies entirely on the implicit oracle (program crashing or raising exceptions), to a context where the oracle is obtained automatically, by mining program specifications from the observed program behaviour, or is produced manually. The effectiveness of the improved oracle is assessed in terms of increased fault detection with respect to the initial and test case oracle.
To answer RQ1-2-3 we report the number of assertions added in each iteration to solve the false positives and negatives reported by our tool.
To answer RQ4 we analyse the mutation score reported by the popular and scalable mutation analysis tool PIT 2 for test case assertions and for program assertions before and after the improvement process.
There is empirical scientific evidence that mutants are an appropriate (and laboratory controllable) surrogate for real software faults [2, 21] , making the mutation score a reasonable proxy for the actual fault detection rate. Since false negative detection relies also on mutation analysis, we used different tools (EvoSuite and PIT) for our technique and its evaluation, thereby avoiding any circularity in the evaluation. We further manually verified that these two techniques generate different mutants when the oracle is improved (using EvoSuite's internal mutant generator) compared to when the effectiveness of the generated oracles is assessed (using the PIT fault insertion tool).
During the experiments the human in the iterative assertion improvement process was the first author, who had no familiarity with the subjects and no previous experience in writing specifications. She of course knew how to interpret the tool's output very well.
Subjects
The subject systems used in our study are shown in Table 1. As each research question requires a different type 2 http://pitest.org 
Experimental Procedure
For RQ1 no initial oracle is needed, since the implicit one is used. To infer initial oracles for RQ2, first, the random test generation tool Randoop has been used to produce a large test suite T for the system under test (SUT), P . The training traces needed by the invariant inference tool Daikon [8] are obtained by running T on P . From such traces, Daikon infers properties of program P . These are used as initial oracles. For RQ3, the initial oracles are already provided with the SUTs. However, to make them compatible with our tool, the JML specifications have been manually transformed into standard Java assertions.
Once the initial oracles are available, the iterative process of oracle assessment and improvement begins. Each iteration consists of two sub-processes: detecting and removing (1) false positives and (2) false negatives. The stopping condition for each sub-process is defined according to EvoSuite's default stopping criterion which is 60 seconds as search budget and 600 seconds as global budget. Note that the first sub-process is iterative itself, as we repeat it until no more false positives can be detected. It involves running our tool using its branch coverage criterion. The outputs of the tool in this case are the test cases which show the existence of false positives in the given assertions. Using these counterexamples, the assertions can be either improved to contain no false positives or can be removed completely, if deemed completely incorrect and useless. For the second sub-process, we run our tool enabling its strong mutation criterion. In this case, the outputs consist of the test cases and the list of mutations killed by each test case according to our redefined notion of mutation killing. These counterexamples show the cases for which there is no assertion that reacts to the fault injected by a mutation.
The nature of the mutation operations applied provides specific and detailed guidance during the improvement process of the assertions. Table 2 shows the list of mutation operators reported by EvoSuite grouped by the type of improvement actions required to remove false negatives.
Check variable value: the way to improve the assertions is first to identify whether the changed variable is indeed allowed to change its value during the execution of the program. If not, we should add a check on the variable immutability. In case the change is allowed, the assertions should be revised so as to ensure that the variable is changed in accordance with the expected program behaviour.
Check statement: assertions fail to differentiate the original output of the statement from that of the mutated one. The typical improvement in this case consists of adding a check on the output value of the mutated statement.
Check condition: when assertions are not responsive to a mutated condition, the relationship between the changed condition and the output of the program is usually not captured in the assertions, so this relationship should be introduced into the assertions, in accordance with the intended conditional behaviour of the program.
To compare the fault detection capability of the initial, improved and test case oracles (RQ4), we used mutation analysis. First we generated the following test suites: (T1) Randoop test suite without assertions; (T2) Randoop test suite with test case assertions, minimised by line coverage as measured using Cobertura 3 ; (T3) EvoSuite test suite with test case assertions, generated according to the branch coverage criterion. Each class had three versions: (P1) class with initial assertions; (P2) class with improved assertions; (P3) class without any assertions. Then, we used PIT to compute the mutation score using the following combinations of test suite and program version: (1) P2, T1 compared to P1, T1; (2) P2, T1 compared to P3, T2 and P3, T3. Table 3 shows a summary of the results obtained in our experiments. The interested reader can find detailed results for each class considered in our study in our companion Technical Report 4 . Column C/M in Table 3 reports the number of constructors and methods in each subject's classes. Column Iteration1 shows the number of assertions available in the first iteration. For RQ1 (implicit oracle), it is the number of new assertions introduced to address the false negatives revealed initially by mutation analysis (subcolumn New ). For RQ2 and RQ3 these are respectively the number of assertions produced by Daikon or those already available in the original programs (subcolumn Init). Columns Iteration2 and Iteration3 contain three subcolumns New, FP, FN, which report the number of newly added assertions, assertions in which false positives were detected and assertions in which false negatives were detected. The subcolumns A, FP, FN of column Total show the overall number of assertions generated, false positives and false negatives detected during all the iterations.
Results
In terms of human effort we estimate that the average time spent to improve the assertion in the case of a detected false positive was 4 minutes and for a detected false negative it was 10 minutes.
RQ1 (Implicit Oracle)
To generate the experimental data necessary to answer RQ1 we ran our tool on 25 classes from Apache Commons Math and 25 classes from Apache Commons Collections.
For most classes (98%) the improvement process was completed in no more than three iterations. For 4% of the classes, all of which belong to Collections, the process was completed in just one iteration, which means that no oracle deficiencies were detected for the assertions generated in the first iteration. For 72% of the classes from Math and 80% from Collections two iterations were enough. Only 28% of classes from Math and 25% of classes from Collections required three iterations to find all the oracle deficiencies. In the third and last iteration, 90% of detected deficiencies were false negatives and only 10% false positives. There was only one class from Collections (StringKeyAnalyzer) that required 7 iterations to complete the process.
RQ1:
The proposed oracle improvement process effectively supported the creation of program assertions from scratch. The process typically involved two to three iterations of successive oracle refinement to converge to an oracle for which no deficiency is reported.
RQ2 (Inferred Properties)
For RQ2 we considered Apache Commons Lang and Apache Commons Math. The size of the test suite generated by Randoop to create the training traces for Daikon ranges between 250 and 34,126, with an average of 4,141. The number of preconditions and postconditions generated by Daikon for each class was on average 10 and 30, respectively. There were no classes for which Daikon was able to generate assertions without any oracle deficiencies. For 75% of the classes from Lang and 65% of the classes from Math one iteration was enough to complete the process. For the remaining classes, two iterations (after initial oracle creation) were needed. All of the detected false positives in Daikongenerated assertions were removed in the first iteration. The false positives in the second iteration (just 2 classes) are due to the new assertions added at the first iteration.
The preconditions generated by Daikon have been treated as filters for the postconditions. Hence, a false positive is found if a precondition holds and the postcondition fails. Failure of a precondition was regarded as a true positive (i.e. a needed check at the beginning of the method) if such a failure prevents an execution that results in some error. Otherwise the precondition was weakened or removed.
The postconditions generated by Daikon for the analysed classes can be classified as follows: (1) Daikon was able to generate the exact postcondition for all the methods in the class, so no false negatives were detected. This happened in 30% of the classes in Lang and 50% of the classes in Math. (2) Daikon was not able to generate the exact postcondition, but it was able to generate a very weak one, as for example, the check for non null-ness. This happened in 35% of the classes in Lang and 25% of the classes in Math. In this case, Iteration1  Iteration2  Iteration3  Total  New  Init  New  FP  FN  New  FP  FN  A  FP  FN  RQ1  25  CM  66/203  285  0  24  13  98  0  0  12  309  13  110  RQ1  25  CC  69/302  307  0  43  23  53  2  0  6  352  23  59  RQ2  20  CL  49/191  0  605  55  114  44  6  0  2  660  114  46  RQ2  20  CM  26/107  0  1014  43  297  166  8  4  13  1065  301  179  RQ3  50  FE  55/155  0  465  21  0  106  0  2  17  486  2  123  RQ3  10  LG  13/55  0  134  26  0  33  3  0  5  153  0  38 the generated assertion was improved to contain no more false negatives. (3) Daikon was not able to generate any postcondition, so the new assertions were added to remove the false negatives. This was the case in 35% of the classes in Lang and 25% of the classes in Math. RQ2: The proposed oracle improvement process was extremely effective in improving weak assertions generated by Daikon or in adding assertions that were missed by Daikon. The process typically involved one iteration of Daikon oracle refinement.
RQ3 (Manual Oracle)
While JavaFE and Logging do include JML specifications, the number of constructors and methods having contracts is indeed quite low. To apply our tool in a scenario different from that of RQ1, we have selected 50 classes from JavaFE and all the classes from Logging, which have at least two methods/constructors with at least one requires or ensures JML specification.
In 82% of the classes in JavaFE and in 60% of the classes in Logging no oracle deficiencies were detected after the first iteration. The remaining classes required just one more iteration. In 48% of the classes from JavaFE there was at least one method with no oracle deficiencies at all.
Overall, the oracle improvement process was not able to detect any false positives in these classes, but it was able to find at least one false negative in each class.
The improvements necessary to remove the identified oracle deficiencies are typically minor improvements. The most common case was the addition of some immutability check. Less frequent were cases where a very weak postcondition (such as @ensures \result != null or @ensures \fresh (\result), had to be strengthened, or a postcondition had to be added to a method with only @requires and no @ensures clause.
RQ3: The proposed oracle improvement process was able to detect deficiencies in manually defined JML contracts, but the associated improvements were typically minor ones, with the exception of a few cases of weak or missing postconditions. Table 4 shows the average mutation score computed by PIT for each subject with initial/test case (µs) and improved (µ s ) oracle.
RQ4 (Fault Detection)
In case of comparison between the program assertions before and after iterative oracle improvement, the highest mutation score increase was observed for subjects with no initial oracle (other than the implicit one): the implicit oracle is unable to react to the injected faults in most cases. Remarkably, for 72% of the classes with no initial oracle, the mutation score increased from 0% to 100%. A substantial increase in the mutation score was observed for subjects equipped with Daikon assertions. A smaller, still quite relevant, mutation score increase occurred for subjects coming with manually written JML contracts. While for 20% of the classes with JML contracts the mutation score did not change at all, for the remaining 80% of the classes oracle improvement contributed to a higher mutation killing capability.
The improved program assertions achieve 51.8% and 53.4% higher mutation score than the test case assertions generated by EvoSuite and Randoop respectively. The average number of program assertions in the subject classes is 20 and the average number of test case assertions is 18 in EvoSuite and 55 in Randoop. This shows that program assertions require the manual validation of a lower(Randoop) or comparable(EvoSuite) number of assertions but have a higher fault detection capability.
In all cases, the observed mutation score increase is statistically significant (p ≤ 0.05) according to the Wilcoxon non-parametric (paired, two-tailed) statistical test (p-values are presented in Table 4 ). The Vargha-Delanay effect sizê A12 is always large (in our study,Â12 ≥ 0.89).
RQ4:
The improved oracle has significantly higher mutation score than the implicit, the inferred (Daikon), the manual (JML) and test case oracles.
Qualitative Analysis

Improvement of Implicit Oracle
Figure 4 (top) shows the source code of method add() from class MapBackedSet, taken from Apache Commons Collections. This method does not contain any assertions. To create assertions for it, we first run our tool with mutation analysis enabled, getting the output shown in Figure 5 .
Let us consider the mutations in test0() and the assertions that should be added to detect them: (1) mutations 1, 4 and 7 lead to the change of the method's return value, so the check for this value is necessary; (2) mutations 2, 5 and 8 show that we should check whether the given parameter was inserted into the map; (3) mutations 3 and 6 show that the relationships between the values of size and map.size() should be checked. Based on this analysis, we add the new assertion shown in Figure 4 (middle) .
However, when we check the newly added assertion for false positives, we get a test case violating the assertion. By analysing the test case we can see that it adds elements with key equal to null into the map twice. As the map does not keep two values with the same key, the second inserted element replaces the first one, so the size of the map does not change and the assertion fails. Taking this situation into account, we improve our assertion as shown in Figure 4 (bottom) and the check for false positives confirms this improvement. 
Improvement of Inferred Oracle
Figure 6 (top) shows the source code of the getSize() method of class Interval from the Apache Commons Math library with the postconditions generated for it by Daikon. Following the described process, we first checked the given assertions for the existence of false positives. The output of the tool for this step is a test case calling the constructor of Interval with input parameters (-1, -1) and then calling getSize. Indeed, following the test case execution we can see that result = -1.0 -(-1.0) = 0, so it is greater than old_upper which has the value of -1.0. Hence, the 4th assertion (line 19) contains a false positive. Moreover, result = 0 also shows the existence of a false positive in the 3rd assertion (line 18), declaring that result cannot be zero.
After removing the two assertions with false positives, we ran the tool to check the remaining assertions for the existence of false negatives. The output of the tool for this step is in Figure 7 . As we can see, it shows that if we replace the '-' sign in the code with either '+' or ' * ', there is no assertion that reacts to this injected fault. To prevent this situation we add two new assertions that check the value of the result as follows: assert (result == upper -lower), Figure 6 (with improved assertions at the bottom).
After this improvement, we start the next iteration, and the tool detects a false positive, which happens to be a true positive, i.e. a real bug of class Interval. The new assertion #6 (at line 19) is violated when the constructor of class Interval is called with input parameters 0.0, -1.0. In such a case the returned size of the interval is negative, while an interval size is supposed to be always non-negative. The bug has been reported to the Apache Commons Math developer community (bug report # MATH-1256) and was immediately fixed by the developers, by raising an exception inside the constructor of Interval when upper < lower (see Figure 6, middle) .
In a similar way, we have detected two more bugs in Apache Commons Math. One involves five classes: CanberraDistance, ChebyshevDistance, EarthMoversDistance, EuclideanDistance and ManhattanDistance. Each of them contains a method to compute a distance between two arrays. If the length of the first array is greater than the length of the second, method compute() in all five classes gives an error (ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException). Quite strangely, if the length of the second array is greater than the first, the method terminates silently. The bug was reported to developers (bug report # MATH-1258) and fixed.
The third bug is in class Incrementor. If an instance of this class is initialized with a negative number, its method canIncrement returns false, although the upper bound set in the class has not yet been reached (bug report # MATH-1259). The reported bug led to the discussion that the overall functionality of the class does not serve its purpose, so the solution was to replace the class Incrementor with a new class with the correct functionality, to deprecate Incrementor in Math 3.6 (so as to ensure backward compatibility for some time) and to remove it in Math 4.0.
Threats to Validity
Internal validity: The first author has been involved in a number of tasks carried out during the experiments. Specifically, she has developed the tool being evaluated and she has manually refined the oracles during the experiments, playing the role of the human in the loop. We carefully mitigated this validity threat by defining precise rules and procedures for oracle improvement to be followed by the human experimenter, prescribing what to do for each reported deficiency (e.g., for each EvoSuite mutation operator trig- gering a false negative). As a result, the human in the loop in our experiments has behaved largely deterministically and unimaginatively, as determined by these procedures. Moreover, to mitigate the single-annotator bias risk we followed a cross-checked-annotator approach, in which the first author's implementation of the protocol was cross-checked by another author. Developers properly trained on the usage of our tool and on the changes to apply for each oracle deficiency can be as efficient as the first author, but possibly even more effective, given their higher domain knowledge and freedom to improve the oracle. External validity: We have validated our approach on a set of classes from five different subjects and with three different types of initial oracles. While we expect similar results to hold for other subjects, generalizability of our findings requires further replications on additional subjects.
A FORMAL MODEL OF ORACLE IM-PROVEMENT
We model our oracle improvement process using Shannon's information theory [27] and prove that every improvement step can make the information in the actual oracle closer to the information in the perfect oracle. These oracles are modelled as a pair of Boolean-valued random variables, α, G : R → Bool respectively, assuming the set of reachable states at pp, R, is equipped with some probability distribution. With reference to the left diagram in Figure 1 , we interpret the regions labelled a, b, c, d as probability masses:
. A reduction, ∆, of false negative probability repartitions the probability weights to create a new oracle, α where a = a + ∆, b = b − ∆. Similarly, reducing false positive probability by Γ creates a new oracle, α , where c = c + Γ, d = d − Γ. We can measure how closely connected two random variables (oracles) are by measuring their mutual information, a measure of their lack of independence [7] :
When they are completely independent I(X; Y ) = 0 and when they are completely dependent they contain the same information.
We can define I(α; G) in terms of a, b, c, d, getting:
As before, we can always consider improvement steps ∆ and Γ separately as they don't affect each other. We would like that each improvement step for α to α always increases the mutual information between the actual and perfect oracles. Unfortunately this is not always true, but we can prove that it is always true whenever conditions on ∆ and Γ are met. First, consider a step that improves false negatives. Theorem 1. Let α, α and G be Boolean-valued random variables modelling oracles (as above) and let α be obtained from α via an improvement step ∆ (as above). Then
Proof: (sketch) Rewrite I(α ; G) as a function of ∆ with constants a, b, c, d.
Differentiate I(α ; G) with respect to ∆ to find the single turning point and the region of monotonic increase.
We can immediately consider a step that improves false positives and obtain a very similar result. Corollary 1. Let α, α and G be Boolean-valued random variables modelling oracles (as above) and let α be obtained from α via an improvement step Γ (as above). Then
Surprisingly, in spite of these limiting conditions on which improvement steps increase mutual information, we can guarantee that for every given oracle we can construct another oracle for which any improvement increases the mutual information.
Corollary 2. For all actual oracles, α there is an oracle, α , constructed from α, such that for all improvement steps, ∆ or Γ on α that produce an oracle α , I(α ; G) ≥ I(α ; G).
Proof: Consider an arbitrary oracle α. Associated with α is a partition of probability weights {a, b, c, d}. If bd ≤ ac then bd − ac ≤ 0. As ∆ > 0 and Γ > 0 by assumption, application of either to produce a new oracle satisfies the appropriate condition of either Theorem 1 or Corollary 1 respectively. So α = α. Otherwise, ac < bd. Since the oracle, α, corresponds to a logical assertion, assert , let α be the oracle corresponding to the negation of assert , ! assert , in which case a = b, b = a, c = d, d = c and we have b d < a c and any improvement on this oracle satisfies the appropriate condition.
The proof of Corollary 2 makes clear some intuitions about assertion oracles. For a poor oracle the product of the probabilities of the inaccuracies is bigger than the product of the probabilities of its accuracies. However a poor oracle can be made into a good one by simply negating it. For a good oracle any improvement in its inaccuracy at all brings its information closer to that of the perfect oracle.
An oracle having high mutual information with the perfect oracle is one that agrees with the perfect oracle most of the time. This means it tends to accept/reject correct/-faulty program executions whenever the perfect oracle does so. Since the proposed oracle improvement process increases mutual information between actual and perfect oracles, it leads to an oracle which, in agreement with the perfect oracle, reveals all the faults it can reveal, while at the same time accepting all correct executions it should accept.
RELATED WORK
The importance of oracles as an integral part of the testing process has been a key topic of research for over three decades [25, 29, 31] . For a recent survey on the oracle problem and techniques for defining software oracles the reader is referred to the comprehensive review by Barr et al. [4] .
The work by Fraser and Zeller [12] presents an approach to generate parameterised unit tests for which oracles are represented in the form of pre-and postconditions characterising test input and test result. They use the definition of false positives and false negatives close to ours, but only to assess the accuracy of generated postconditions, without any guidance on further improvement. The later work of these authors [13] uses mutation testing to generate both test inputs and test oracles for standard JUnit test cases, providing a complete test case where inputs are paired with the expected results. However, test cases generated in this way express the observed behaviour of the program under test rather than the intended behaviour. Moreover, the focus is on test case oracles, not program oracles.
In their work, Staats, Gay and Heimdahl [28] propose a method supporting test oracle creation, which is based on the use of mutation analysis to rank variables in terms of fault-finding effectiveness. Similarly, Loyola et al. [22] propose a system that ranks program variables based on the interactions and dependencies observed between them during program execution. While these approaches provide a good basis for oracle variable selection, they do not provide any support for oracle assessment and improvement.
The work by Nguyen, Marchetto and Tonella [30] studies the training cost, false positive rate and fault finding capability of three types of automated oracles: Data Invariants, Temporal Invariants and Finite State Automata. Results show that automated oracles can detect several real faults, but such fault detection capability comes at the price of a quite high false positive rate (30% on average) and the next step for the successful adoption of automated oracles should be the decrease in this false positive rate.
In their work Huo and Clause [19] measure the quality of the oracles in terms of the presence of brittle test case assertions and unused inputs. During their evaluation of 4,000 real test cases they were able to detect 164 tests containing brittle assertions and 1,618 tests containing unused inputs, with a quite high false positive rate. They considered test case, not program, assertions. The work by Schuler and Zeller [26] introduces the concept of checked coveragethe dynamic slice of covered statements that actually influence the oracle. The results of their study show that checked coverage is a better indicator of the quality of testing than coverage alone. However, no guidance is provided on how to improve the oracle quality.
The work by Zhang et al. [32] introduces iDiscovery which, similar to our approach, aims to improve the quality of the oracles iteratively using symbolic execution. However, it is applicable only to automatically inferred oracles and the level of improvement is limited by the initial set of candidate invariant templates. Hence, our approach can be applied to further improve the invariants produced by iDiscovery.
Other previous work has sought to reduce the manual oracle effort by reducing the number of test cases generated and by increasing their realism [1, 5, 17, 24] .
CONCLUSION
We have proposed an iterative technique for the assessment and improvement of the oracles. Experimental results show that our tool is able to identify both false positives and false negatives in three important types of initial oracles (implicit, inferred and manual), leading to an average 48.6% improvement of mutation score over all the analysed classes and exposing real faults that have been reported to and fixed by the developers.
